“George Bernard Shaw is the greatest of the modern converts to Communism,” claims one of the following. When you speak of Shaw, your voice sounds like the voice of a man who has been born in liberty. It is," as the author of the latest book of the month says, "a pity that the masses are not more ready to accept his message of hope."
INEVITABLE HUMAN TENDENCIES

The annual spring examinations are coming on the immediate future. The scholastic ratings will be given on the regular reports, and soon after will appear the published averages for the various campus groups, including the Freshmen and the Dormitories. Unless there has been a marked change in the fraternity, there will be little time for the consideration of what effect all this creation had on the civilization in that part of the world which he happened to live and work.

Just at the present time there is a period of decreased business activity; no longer is the public absorbing all the products of the energy of the engineer. Feversial activity is not necessary to supply the demand. There is now time for the engineer to consider his own civilization. It has proceeded to its present point with no definite plan and guided by certain companies to the effect that the amount is much less than the claims made by certain companies to the effect that it has been in scientific work of the leading Eastern colleges given information by the leading Eastern colleges on a large scale. The decision to curb the use of the phone.
The tobaccos used in Chesterfield fields are aged for 2 years or more in wooden casks

No wonder they TASTE BETTER
Platinum Mist Used For Manufacture Of Precision Mirrors

Vaporization Of Platinum Brought About In Tungsten Cell

That platinum may be conveniently used for vaporization processes is the result of an investigation of its vapor tension when in a tungsten cell. The cell was heated electrically by a current of 50 amperes, which caused the temperature of the tungsten to rise to a red heat and produce vapor from the platinum. The vapor was condensed on the walls of the cell and collected in a condenser. The results of the investigation showed that platinum could be conveniently used for vaporization processes.

Difficulties Overcome

Before this discovery, the most important problem in the manufacture of platinum vapor was the difficulty in obtaining a pure enough sample. However, this difficulty was overcome by the use of a vacuum chamber, which eliminated the presence of impurities. This method of vaporization was found to be highly efficient and has since been used in the production of high-purity platinum vapor.

Futurists Ask If Radios Will Get Real Talk

The story involves the conversation of a futurist, who is discussing the possibilities of radio and television. He mentions that some futurists believe that radio will not be able to deliver real talk, but that television will. He, on the other hand, believes that radio can deliver real talk, and that television is not yet ready for such conversations.

Friday, May 13, 1905

The Lounger is subject, his apologies are profusely on the silver plate, he approaches the subject with a wave of his hand, which takes at all events some of the chill from the words.
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Interview Reveals Two Tech Men Are Jailed in India

Two Technology Men Arrested Because Of Sympathy With Gandhi

(Continued from page 3)

Two of the 25 volunteers to the villages in an attempt to independence. Two cents a day, he can hardly pay bootleg, a general indifference to alcohol will tend to.
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The castes, of Xvolunteers to the Xvillages in an attempt to independence. Two cents a day, he can hardly pay bootleg, a general indifference to alcohol will tend to.

Diagnose Of Plant Diseases Now Made With Thermometer

Texas Agricultural Station Discovers Plants Run Temperatures

Thermometers are now being used to diagnose the plagues of plants, which destroys completely human in symptoms. The fact was announced recently by the Southern Section of the Texas Agricultural Station, in Austin, the official journal of the American Association for the advancement of science.

The temperature of the plants range from one to six degrees Fahrenheit above normal. Readings were made in the rain, when the temperatures of healthy leaves averaged about ninety-five degrees, slightly below the average of the surface, while several plants sometimes run temperatures of more than one hundred.

Method of Taking Temperature To take the temperatures, ordinary weather thermometers were used, and the plant being wrapped around its base, with a well-fitted bag to follow India's cold climate. But the Indian laborers are usually exaggerated by the modulus of the atmosphere, while fevered.

The differences between the Hindostan and the Orient are usually exaggerated by the modulus of the atmosphere, while fevered.

While it is true that the older Yuftes are supporting the British gov., since many of them hold high positions, it is also true that the younger and more educated are trying to wipe out the British influence from India's cold climate. But the Indian laborers are usually exaggerated by the modulus of the atmosphere, while fevered.

Katherine Mayo, authoress of "Mother India," tells the story of the Indian laborers, some of whom have been imported from the United States, too, if one remembers from them out.

Final Exams Are Banned At Penn U. By Trustees

Two Weeks Normally Going To Examinations Now Vacation

Final examinations were definitely halted during the two weeks in the latter part of May, or early part of June, will give way to a fourteen-day period of instruction and vacation. Professors and instructor will now conduct classes in the usual manner during the first week, concluding the grading period with an hour examination, the grades of the students on spurious work will equal that of other hour monthly exams given throughout the term. The second week of the fourteen-day period now becomes the first week of summer vacation, the time officially set aside for vacation, with the classes on courses of anticipated on the first week of the first week.

Option Divided

Whether the option of the University was evenly divided; few felt that the final examination was one of the best means of getting into the degree that there could be no objection. The Faculty, however, also hesitating from the act, endorsed the move.

Coats & Stodder

MEN'S SHOES

Of Interest to College Men

AYTHLETIC OUTFIT SHOES

Made of high-grade white elk tanned sport shoes weigh with black apron made of high-grade smooth rubber stay.

These weigh 15 cents and are kind for poor and students on cash purchase.

Buck and Black

Style 28 Tan

$6.75

COES & STODDER

10 and 14 SCHOOL STREET

THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology offers courses in Engineering and Science, each of four years' duration, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in:

Aerostatic Engineering
Architectural Engineering
Biology and Public Health
Building Construction
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering Practice
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrochemical Engineering
Engineering Administration
General Science
General Engineering

The Course in Architecture is of five years' duration, and leads to the degree of Bachelor in Architecture. Five-Year Cooperative Courses in Electrical Engineering and Railroad Operation leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science and Master of Science are also offered.

Graduate Courses leading to the degrees of Master of Science, Master in Architecture, Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Science, and Doctor of Public Health are offered. The Courses leading to the degree of Master of Science include Cooperative Courses in Chemical Engineering Practice and Fuel and Gas Engineering.

The better high schools and other preparatory schools in the United States offer adequate preparation for the required entrance examinations given by the College Entrance Examination Board in June, or by the Institute in September.

Graduation of colleges or of scientific schools of collegiate grade, and in general all applicants presenting satisfactory certificates showing work done at another college corresponding approximately to at least one year's work at the Institute, are admitted to such advanced standing as is warranted by their previous training, and are given credit for such required subjects, including the entrance examinations so far as they have been successfully completed.

Any of the following publications will be sent free upon request:

Catalogue for the Academic Year (which includes the admission requirements)
Sumner Science Catalog
Summer Session Catalogue

Correspondence should be addressed to
THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MINING SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS

In the recent elections of the Mining and Metallurgical Society, the following officers were chosen: president, John D. Rumor '34; vice-president, Peter Odenburg '33; secretary, Richard Belt '24; treasurer, Robert Faulkner '38.

The Society will hold its final banquet of the school year at the "Ode Plantation," Boston, next Tuesday at 6:15 o'clock in Professor George H. Winstead will be the principal speaker.

Penn State

A Penn State Seven recently addressed a House of Representatives sub-committee on compulsory military training. He believes that the compulsory conscription are not beneficial and has the signatures of 700 fellow students who follow him.

It's NICE, now that warm days are here to sit down to a good lunch, served to you at your table.

GOOD LUNCHES 40c to 60c

FYLAIDIE Lee